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Abstract
A-closure on the set of functions of many-valued logic is de ned as the closure under the
operations of superposition and of taking the dual function with respect to a permutation in the
alternating group. A-classi cation of functions of many-valued logic is de ned with the use of
the A-closure operator. The class Ik of idempotent functions is one of two (for k¿ 5) and one
of four (for k = 4) A-precomplete classes in Pk . Twelve types of standard relations, which are
called main, are de ned on the set Ek . It is proved that each A-closed class of functions from Ik
can be de ned by a suitable choice of the main relations. ? 2002 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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0. Introduction
Let Pk be the set of all functions of k-valued logic [3]. One of the main problems
in the theory of functions of many-valued logic is the problem of constructing an e7-
cient classi cation of the sets Pk based on the operation of superposition. It is known
[5] that for k¿ 3 the classi cation of the set Pk that is based on superposition only,
is continual. So, one can hardly expect any detailed description of this classi cation.
Therefore, further development of the classi cation problem is connected either with
extensions (generalizations) of the operation of superposition or with adding new oper-
ations to the operation of superposition. It is supposed that extension of the operation
of superposition or adding new operations can lead to quite observable classi cations
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that are, for example, analogous to the well-known Post classi cation of P2 [4,26,27].
In principle, the choice of new operations is not limited: we can choose algebraic,
logical, programming and other operations. But since the operation of superposition
is central in the theory of functions of many-valued logic, the additional operators
should correspond substantially to problems and methods in the study of the functional
systems Pk with the operation of superposition.
The idea to classify sets Pk with respect to the operation of superposition and
the operation of taking the dual (conjugate) function for permutations from a  xed
group has appeared in the theory of functions of many-valued logic and in the
universal algebra in the late 1970s. At  rst, this idea was realized for functions
that are invariant under operations of taking the dual functions, i.e., for functions
that are self-dual with respect to all permutations from a given group. First of all,
the complete symmetric group Sk of permutations on the set Ek was considered. In
[6–8], the closed (under the operation of superposition) classes of self-dual with re-
spect to each permutation of the group Sk functions were considered. It was proved
that for each k; k¿ 3, the number of these classes is  nite and linearly depends
on k. Each of these closed classes has an eGective description, and also has a  -
nite basis under the operation of superposition. The similar problem was solved for
each k; k¿ 4, for the alternating subgroup Ak of the group Sk [9,11]. (For k =
3 the situation diGers drastically: the number of closed classes of functions in P3
that are self-dual with respect to each permutations of the group A3 is
continual [10].)
The results of [6–9,11] became the kernel around which  nite classi cations of sets
Pk based on the operation of superposition and the operation of taking the dual function
for permutations in Sk (S-classi cations) were subsequently de ned in [21–23]. Let us
note that all proofs in [6,8,11,21,22] were carried out in a traditional “functional way”:
a closed class—a  nite basis—precomplete classes.
A distinctly diGerent approach to solving classi cation problems was opened up by
the application of Galois theory to Post algebras [1]. The idea was to consider classes
of relations closed under some logical operations instead of classes of functions closed
under the operation of superposition. In this case relations can be considered as de ning
properties of closed classes of functions. In [13,14,18] the most part of the work on
S-classi cation of functions of many-valued logic was carried out in terms of relations
and operations on them.
In [24,25] it was noted that the main property of S-classi cations, the  niteness
of the number of closed classes, remains true if we consider a subgroup G of large
degree of the transitivity instead of the group Sk . The largest (both on the number
of elements and on the degree of the transitivity) proper subgroup of the group Sk is
the alternating group Ak . In [17] the corresponding classi cation of the sets Pk was
called an A-classi cation. The existence of two diGerent versions of the construction of
S-classi cation, and closeness of the group Ak to the group Sk , allows one to suggest
that all constructions and proofs for A-classi cation, as well as for S-classi cation, can
be carried out completely.
In [15] we began to investigate A-classi cation and proved, in particular, that for each
k; k¿ 5, the only A-precomplete classes in Pk are the class of idempotent functions
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Ik and the class SLk of Slupetsky (the latter is precomplete in Pk with respect to
the operation of superposition). For k = 4 we add two classes to the above-listed
A-precomplete classes in Pk : the class K4 of functions that are self-dual with respect
to permutations from Klein’s four group, and the class L4 of quasilinear functions
(the latter is also precomplete in P4 with respect to the operation of superposition).
Besides, in [15] it was established that the only A-precomplete classes in K4 are the
classes K4 ∩ I4 and K4 ∩ L4.
Thus, further work on A-classi cation of sets Pk was reduced to the enumeration of
all A-closed classes contained in Ik ; SLk , and in L4. We divided this problem into two
parts: more simple for classes SLk ; L4 and more complex for classes Ik . The solution
of the problem for classes SLk ; L4 is contained in [20]. As for classes Ik , the solution
of the problem for these uses Galois theory for Post algebras and, in its turn, is divided
into three stages.
At the  rst stage, [17], two-place relations that are graphs of partial injective func-
tions were considered. Nine types of standard relations were selected and were called
main. It was proved that each two-place relation which is the graph of a partial injec-
tive function, is A-equivalent to a main relation. The presentation in [17] was carried
out in the functional language. And the main result is an A-classi cation of partial
injective functions.
At the next stage [19] the reduction of arbitrary two-place relations to the main rela-
tions was completed. It was established that each set of two-place relations containing
the relation x = 0 is A-equivalent to a collection of main relations.
In the present paper, using the main result from [19], we prove by induction that each
(not necessarily  nite) set of relations that contains the relation x = 0 is A-equivalent
to a suitable set of the main relations. In terms of functions of many-valued logic it
means that each A-closed class of functions contained in Ik can be de ned with the
help of a  nite collection of the main relations. Since for each k; k¿ 4, the number
of the main relations on Ek is  nite (10 types for k¿ 5 and 12 types for k = 4), it
follows that we obtain a  nite eGective classi cation of the set Ik . Together with the
similar classi cations of the sets SLk and L4 it gives a  nite eGective classi cation of
the set Pk .
Let us note that the proof of the main result is, in many ways, similar to the proof
of an analogous result from [18] for the S-classi cation. Therefore, some statements
from [18] are given without proofs but with necessary additions taking into account
the peculiarity of the group Ak .
1. Main concepts
Let k be a natural number, Ek = {0; 1; : : : ; k − 1}, Pk be a set of  nite-place func-
tions on Ek (a set of all functions of k-valued logic). By Sk we denote the complete
symmetric group of permutations on Ek , and by Ak the alternating subgroup in Sk (the
subgroup of all even permutations on Ek). Functions eni (x1; : : : ; xi; : : : ; xn) = xi, where
n¿ 1 and 16 i6 n, are called selector functions. If f(x1; : : : ; xn)∈Pk and ∈Sk ,
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then a function
f(x1; : : : ; xn) = −1(f((x1); : : : ; (xn)))
is called dual to f with respect to the permutation .
We assume that the operation of superposition is de ned on the set Pk [3]. If F ⊆ Pk ,
then by [F] we denote the closure of the set F under the operation of superposition.
Sets of the form [F] are called closed classes. A closed class in Pk is called A-closed if
for each function f belonging to the class all functions of the form f, where ∈Ak ,
also belong to the class. By [F]A we denote the A-closure of a set of functions F .
Together with functions on Ek we also consider relations on Ek . By k denote the
set of all relations on Ek . If relations (x1; : : : ; xm); (x1; : : : ; xn) belong to k , then
the (m+ n)-place relation
(x1; : : : ; xm) & (xm+1; : : : ; xm+n):
is called the conjunction of the relations ; . An (m− 1)-place relation
(∃xi)(x1; : : : ; xi; : : : ; xm)
is called the projection of the relation (x1; : : : ; xm) with respect to the variable xi
(16 i6m). The operations of permutation and identi cation of variables are supposed
to be known. If ∈k and  is a permutation on Ek , then the relation
(x1; : : : ; xm) ≡ ((x1); : : : ; (xm))
is called dual to  with respect to the permutation . Relations that can be obtained
from elementary diagonals of the form xi=xj by means of the operations of conjunction,
permutation, and identi cation of variables are called diagonals. The identically false
relation is called the empty relation. Let (x1; : : : ; xm), (x1; : : : ; xm) be relations on Ek .
If the relation , considered as a subset of the set Emk , contains the relation , then
the relation  is called an extension of the relation , and the relation  is called a
restriction of the relation . If  is a permutation, then the relation (x) = y is called
the graph of the permutation .
If R ⊆ k , then by [R] we denote the set of all relations in k that can be obtained
from relations in R and diagonals by means of the operations of conjunction, projection,
permutation, and identi cation of variables. Sets of the form [R] are called closed
classes (of relations). A closed class of relations [R] from k is called A-closed if for
each relation  from [R] all relations of the form , where ∈Ak , also belong to the
class [R]. By [R]A we denote the A-closure of the set of relations R. Sets of relations
R;Q are said to be A-equivalent if [R]A = [Q]A.
Let f(x1; : : : ; xn)∈Pk and (x1; : : : ; xm)∈k . The function f is said to preserve a
relation  if for each n tuples (a11; : : : ; am1); : : : ; (a1n; : : : ; amn) from Emk satisfying the
relation  the tuple
(f(a11; : : : ; a1n); : : : ; f(am1; : : : ; amn))
also satis es the relation . By Pol  denote a set of all functions from Pk preserving
the relation . By Invf denote a set of all relations from k that are preserved by
the function f. It is easy to verify that for each function f and each relation  the
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set Pol  is a closed class of functions that contains all selector functions, and the set
Invf is a closed class of relations that contains all diagonals.
We extend the mappings Pol and Inv to all subsets of k and Pk : if R ⊆ k and
F ⊆ Pk , then
PolR=
⋂
∈R
Pol  InvF =
⋂
f∈F
Invf
Mappings Pol and Inv determine Galois’s correspondences [28] between the set of
all subsets from Pk and the set of all subsets from k , both partially ordered by
inclusion. Closed classes from Pk containing all selector functions and closed classes
of relations from k containing diagonals [1] are Galois-closed sets. Furthermore, the
mapping Pol (or Inv) determines an anti-isomorphism between partially ordered sets
of closed classes of functions and those of closed classes of relations. It is easy to see
that under these Galois correspondences, A-closed classes of functions correspond to
A-closed classes of relations, and A-closed classes of relations correspond to A-closed
classes of functions.
So, the description of A-closed classes of functions that contain selector functions is
equivalent to the description of A-closed classes of relations that contain diagonals.
If E is a  nite set, then by |E| we denote the number of elements in the set E.
For each k; k¿ 4, the following relations on Ek are called main:
(1) Eik(x) ≡ (x∈Ei); 16 i¡ k;
(2) ik(x; y) ≡ E2k (x) & E2k (y) & (x 
=y)∨(x; y∈{2; 3; : : : ; i−1}) & (x=y); 26 i6 k;
(3) ik(x; y) ≡ (x = 0) & (y = 1) ∨ (x; y∈{2; 3; : : : ; i}) & (x = y); 26 i6 k − 1;
(4) ik(x; y) ≡ E3k (x) & E3k (y) & (x+1= y)∨ (x; y∈{3; : : : ; i− 1}) & (x= y), where
the addition is taken modulo 3, and 36 i6 k;
(5)  k(x; y) ≡ E2k (x) & (x + 1 = y) ∨ (x; y∈{3; : : : ; k − 1}) & (x = y);
(6) !k(x; y) ≡ (E2k (x) & E2k (y) ∨ (x; y∈{2; 3}) & (x 
=y);
(7) "k(x; y) ≡ (x∈{0; 2; : : : ; 2k − 2}) & (x + 1 = y), where k is even;
(8) #k(x; y) ≡ (x=0) & (y=3)∨(x=2) & (y=1)∨(x∈{4; : : : ; k−1; }) & (x+1=y),
where k is divisible by 4;
(9) $ik(x; y) ≡ E1k (x) & Eik(y) ∨ x = y = i − 1; 26 i6 k;
(10) %k(x; y; z) ≡ E2k (x) & E2k (y) & E2k (z) & (x+y+z=0), where the addition is taken
modulo 2;
(11) !14(x; y) ≡ E34(x) & !4(x; y);
(12) x1 + x2 = x3 + x4, where + denotes the addition in the  eld GF(4) with 0 as the
zero element and 1 as the unit element.
The main relations (1)–(7), (9)–(12) were introduced in [13,14]. Besides, the relations
(2)–(8), (11) represent graphs of the appropriate main functions from [17].
In Fig. 1 relations (2)–(9), (11) are presented as bipartite graphs with edges corre-
sponding to tuples satisfying given relations.
The class Ik consists of all idempotent functions from Pk , i.e., of functions f such
that f(x; : : : ; x) = x. It is easy to see (see, e.g., [15]) that the class Ik is determined
by all relations of the form x = a, where a∈Ek . In other words, Ik = Pol{x = 0; : : : ;
x= k − 1}. Since the class Ik is A-closed, and the set [{E1k (x)}]A contains all relations
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Fig. 1.
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x = 0; : : : ; x = k − 1, therefore we have Ik = Pol[{E1k (x)}]A. Thus the description of
all A-closed classes of idempotent functions containing selector functions is reduced to
the description of all A-closed classes of the relations containing the relation E1k (x) ≡
(x = 0).
2. Auxiliary results
Lemma 1 was proved in [18, Lemma 2].
Lemma 1. Let the relation (x1; : : : ; xn) be representable as a conjunction of one- and
two-place relations (their sets of variables need not be disjoint). Then
(x1; : : : ; xn) ≡
(
&
16i6n
i(xi)
)
&
(
&
16i¡j6n
'ij(xi; xj)
)
;
where i(xi) is the projection of the relation (x1; : : : ; xn) with respect to all variables
other than xi; and 'ij(xi; xj) is the similar projection with respect to all variables other
than xi; xj.
The analog of Lemma 2 for the case of the S-closure is given in [18, Lemma 3].
Lemma 2. Let  be a set of one- and two-place relations on Ek such that all its
two-place relations are of the form
(x1 ∈E) & ((x1) = x2); (1)
where E ⊆ Ek and  is a permutation on Ek . Then every relation from []A is
representable as a conjunction of one- and two-place relations from []A; where all
two-place relations are of the form (1).
Proof. It is obvious that; to prove the lemma; it is su7cient to study the structure of
the relation
(∃xj)(x1; : : : ; xj; : : : ; xn); (2)
where the relation  is represented as a conjunction K of one- and two-place rela-
tions of the form given in the lemma. A case where the variable xj occurs only in
one-place relations in the conjunction K is trivial. Therefore; let the variable xj occur
in a two-place relation in the conjunction K; e.g; in the relation (1). Since the relation
(1) can also be represented as
(x2 ∈ (E)) & (x1 = −1(x2));
we may assume that j = 2. If
(x1; : : : ; xn) ≡ (x1 ∈E) & ((x1) = x2) & (x1; : : : ; xn); (3)
then the relation (2) is equivalent to the relation
(x1 ∈E) & (x1; (x1); x3; : : : ; xn): (4)
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A relation of the form
(xi ∈F) & ('(xi) = (x1));
that is; obviously; equivalent to a relation
(xi ∈F) & (−1('(xi)) = x1)
of the form (1); can occur in the conjunctive representation of the relation (4).
Thus, each relation (x1; : : : ; xn) from []A is representable as a conjunction K of
one- and two-place relations, where all two-place relations are of the form (1). We
show that all conjunctive factors from K can be assumed to belong to the set []A.
For example, let a relation '(xi; xj) occur in K , and 'ij(xi; xj) be the projection of the
relation (x1; : : : ; xn) with respect to all variables other than xi; xj. Then the relation
'ij(xi; xj), considered as a relation of all variables x1; : : : ; xn, is an extension of the
relation (x1; : : : ; xn). On the other hand, if the value 'ij(ai; aj) is true, and since
'(xi; xj) occurs in the conjunction K , the value '(ai; aj) must be true too. Therefore,
the relation '(xi; xj) is an extension of the relation 'ij(xi; xj). Because of this the factor
'(xi; xj) in the conjunction K can be replaced equivalently by the relation 'ij(xi; xj).
But 'ij ∈ [{}]A and, therefore, 'ij ∈ []A.
Similarly, each factor (xi) of K can be replaced by the relation i(xi), which is
the projection of the relation (x1; : : : ; xn) with respect to all variables other than xi.
Lemma 2 is proved.
The following lemma was proved in [18] (Lemma 5), where the peculiarity of the
S-closure was not used (see also Lemma 2 in [16]).
Lemma 3. Let  be a set of one- and two-place relations on Ek; where all two-place
relations are of the form (1) or
(x∈E) & (y∈F) & (x1 = a ∨ x2 = b); (5)
where E ⊆ Ek; F ⊆ Ek; a∈E; b∈F . Then an arbitrary relation from []A is rep-
resentable as a conjunction of one- and two-place relations from []A; where all
two-place relations are of the form (1) or (5).
The analog of Lemma 4 for the case of the S-closure is given in [18, Lemma 7].
Besides, Lemma 4 is rather close to Lemma 2 in [12]; this will be used in the proof
of Lemma 4.
Lemma 4. Let  be a set of one- and two-place relations on Ek; where all two-place
relations are of the form (1). Then an arbitrary relation from [ ∪ {%k}]A is repre-
sentable as a conjunction of one-place relations from [∪{%k}]A; two-place relations
from [ ∪ {%k}]A of the form (1); and relations from [ ∪ {%k}]A of the form
(x1 ∈F1)& · · ·&(xn ∈Fn) & (1(x1) + · · ·+ n(xn) = 0); (6)
where n¿ 2; |F1|= · · ·= |Fn|=2; 1; : : : ; n are permutations on Ek such that (F1)=
· · ·= (Fn) = E2; and the addition is taken modulo 2.
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Proof. Let (x1; : : : ; xn) be a non-empty relation from [∪{%k}]A that is representable
as a conjunction K of relations from [ ∪ {%k}]A of the types given in the statement
of the lemma. Let us show that the relation (2) can be represented as a conjunction
of one-place relations; relations of the form (1); and relations of the form (6) (not
necessarily belonging to the set [ ∪ {%k}]A). Then from Lemma 2 [12] it follows
that factors of this conjunction can be chosen from the set [{}]A; i.e.; from the set
[ ∪ {%k}]A. This will be su7cient for proving the lemma because the consideration
of the operation of taking the dual relations for permutations from the group Ak and
also of the operations of conjunction; permutation; and identi cation does not lead to
any problems.
In order to exclude the trivial case, we assume that the variable xj from the conjunc-
tion K occurs in at least one non-one-place relation. Suppose  rst that this non-one-place
relation is of the form (1). For the sake of simplicity of notation, we assume that it
coincides with the relation (1) and j = 2. If, as in the proof of Lemma 2, the equiv-
alence (3) holds, then the relation (2) is equivalent to the relation (4). If we replace
the variable x2 by (x1) in all factors of the form (1) that occur in the conjunctive
representation of the relation , then the factors obtained will be of the form (1) too.
Let the conjunction K contain a factor of the form (6) with the variable x2 occurring
in this factor, e.g., the relation (6) itself. Let us consider the relation
(x1 ∈F1) & ((x1)∈F2) & (x3 ∈F3)& · · ·&(xn ∈Fn)
&(1(x1) + 2((x1)) + 3(x3) + · · ·+ n(xn) = 0): (7)
It is possible to assume that F1 ∩ −1(F2) 
= ∅ and n¿ 3. If the set F ′1 = F1 ∩ −1(F2)
contains only one element a, and 1(a) + 2((a)) = 0, then we replace the factor
(x1 ∈F1)&((x1)∈F2) in the representation (7) by the factor x1 ∈F ′1, and we omit the
summand 1(x1) + 2((x1)). In a similar way we act if F1 = −1(F2) and 1(x1) =
2((x1)) for x1 ∈F1. If 1(x1) 
= 2((x1)) for x1 ∈F1, then the summand 1(x1) +
2((x1)) is equal to 1 on the set F1. In order to preserve the form of the relation,
we omit the summand 1(x1) + 2((x1)), and replace the summand 3(x3) by the
summand ′3(x3), where
′3(x3) =
{
3(x3) + 1 if x3 ∈F3;
3(x3) otherwise:
Thus, we obtain a conjunction of one-place relations and relations of the form (6).
Now suppose that the conjunction K does not contain factors of the form (1) with
the variable xj. For the sake of simplicity assume that all factors of the conjunction K
contain the variable xj. Then
(x1; : : : ; xj; : : : ; xn)≡ (xj) & ’1(x1; : : : ; xj; : : : ; xn)
& · · ·&’m(x1; : : : ; xj; : : : ; xn); (8)
where ’1; : : : ; ’m are relations of the form (6). Let, for example, j = 1 and
’i(x1; : : : ; xn) ≡ (x1 ∈Fi1)& · · ·&(xni ∈Fini) & (i1(x1) + · · ·+ ini(xni) = 0)
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for 16 i6m. We can assume that for each l; 16 l6 n, all existing sets of the
sequence F1l ; : : : ; F
m
l coincide. Indeed, if, for example, F
p
l 
=Fql , then from equalities
|Fpl |= |Fql |=2, and since the relation  is not empty, we have Fpl ∩Fql ={a} for some
a. Then the intersection of all existing sets from {F1l ; : : : ; Fml } is also equal to {a}.
Because of this in the representation (8) we can equivalently replace all conjunctive
factors of the form xl ∈Fil by the factor xl = a, and the factor
i1(x1) + · · ·+ ini(xni) = 0
for ni¿ l by the factor
i1(x1) + · · ·+ il−1(xl−1) + il+1(xl+1) + · · ·+ ini(xni) = 0
if il(a) = 0, and by the factor
i1(x1) + · · ·+ il−1(xl−1) + 'l+1(xl+1) + il+2(xl+2) + · · ·+ ni(xni) = 0
if il(a) = 1, where
'l+1(xl+1) =
{
il+1(xl+1) + 1 if xl+1 ∈Fil+1;
l+1(xl+1) otherwise
(if l = ni, then we need to consider the relation il−1 instead of the relation 
i
l+1).
If l = 1, then in the similar way we consider the relation (x1) along with the sets
F11 ; : : : ; F
m
1 .
Thus, we can assume that
(x1; : : : ; xn)≡ (x1 ∈F1)& · · ·&(xn ∈Fn)&(
&
16i6m
(i1(x
i
1) + · · ·+ ini(xini)) = 0
)
:
Therefore,
(∃x1)(x1; : : : ; xn)≡ (x2 ∈F2)& · · ·&(xn ∈Fn)
&
(
&
16i¡j6m
(-ij + i2(x
i
2) + · · ·+ ini(xini)
+j2(x
j
2) + · · ·+ jnj (xjnj)) = 0
)
; (9)
where
-ij =
{
0 if the permutations i1; 
j
1 coincide on the set F1;
1 otherwise:
For -ij = 1 we replace, as above, the permutation i2 by the permutation '
i
2 in order
that the relation (9) be of the form (6). Lemma 4 is proved.
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The following lemma is similar to Lemma 19 in [13].
Lemma 5. Let {a; b; c; d} ⊆ Ek; a 
= b; c 
=d; and (x1; x2; x3) be a relation on Ek
such that (0; x2; x3) and (1; x2; x3) are di3erent relations of the form
(x2 ∈{a; b}) & ((x2) = x3); (10)
(x2 ∈{a; b}) & (x3 ∈{c; d}); (11)
(x2 ∈{a; b}) & (x3 ∈{c; d}) & (x2 = e ∨ x3 = f); (12)
where  is a permutation on Ek that takes {a; b} to {c; d}; and e∈{a; b}; f∈{c; d}.
Then %k ∈ [{E1k (x); }]A.
Proof. Since
(x2 ∈{a; b}) ≡ (∃x1)(∃x3)(E1k (x1) & (x1; x2; x3));
the set [{E1k (x); }]A contains the relation E2k (x). In what follows we have no need in
relations of the form (g; x2; x3); where g 
∈ {0; 1}. Therefore; we can assume that
(x1; x2; x3) ≡ E2k (x1) & (x1; x2; x3):
Denote by 0(x2; x3); 1(x2; x3) the relations (0; x2; x3) and (1; x2; x3). Each of the
relations 0; 1 can be of the form (10)–(12). Thus; nine cases are possible a priori.
Three cases (0 is of the form (11) and 1 is of the form (10); 0 is of the form
(12) and 1 is of the form (10); 0 is of the form (12) and 1 is of the form (11))
are reduced to three of the others if instead of the relation  we consider a relation ′
that is dual to  with respect to the even permutation (01)(23). The case where both
relations 0; 1 are of the form (11) is impossible because the relations 0; 1 are
diGerent. Eventually we have  ve cases to consider: 0 and 1 are of the form (10);
0 is of the form (10) and 1 is of the form (11); 0 is of the form (10) and 1 is
of the form (12); 0 is of the form (11) and 1 is of the form (12); 0 and 1 are of
the form (12).
The  rst three cases and the last one were completely considered in Lemma 19 in
[13], where the 2-transitivity of the group Sk was only used. If k ¿ 4, then the same
holds for the fourth case. In this case we need to apply Lemma 1 from [19] instead
of Lemma 11 from [13].
The peculiarity of the group Ak appears only if k =4. Thus, let k =4; 0 be of the
form (11), and 1 be of the form (12), e= a and f = c. According to the scheme of
the proof of Lemma 19 from [13], it is necessary to show that the relation 24 belongs
to one of the sets [{1}]A, [{(x1; b; x3)}]A, [{(x1; x2; d)}]A.
If (c; d) = (a; b) or |{c; d} ∩ {a; b}|= 1, then, by Lemma 1 from [19], 24 ∈ [{1}]A.
If (c; d)=(b; a), then, by Lemma 1 from [19], for {a; b}={0; 1} or |{a; b}∩{0; 1}|=1
the relation 24 belongs to one of the sets [{(x1; b; x3)}]A or [{(x1; x2; d)}]A. Let
(c; d) = (b; a) and {a; b} ∩ {0; 1} = ∅. Then relations (x1; b; x3), (x1; x2; d) coincide
with relations '1; '2 (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2.
Let relations '3; '4 be dual to '1; '2 with respect to the even permutation (01)(23).
We put
'5(x1; x2) ≡ '1(x1; x2) & '3(x1; x2);
'6(x1; x2) ≡ '2(x1; x2) & '4(x1; x2):
Then
24(x1; x2) ≡ (∃y)('5(x1; y) & '6(x2; y)):
Let us suppose that {c; d}∩{a; b}=∅. If |{c; d}∩{0; 1}|=1, then, by Lemma 1 from
[19], we obtain 24 ∈ [{(x1; b; x3)}]A. Let {c; d}= {0; 1}. If (c; d)= (0; 1), then, by the
same lemma, we have 24 ∈ [{(x1; b; x3)}]A. If (c; d) = (1; 0), then we apply Lemma 1
from [19] to the relation (∃y)(1(x1; y)&(y; x2; d)). If {c; d} = {2; 3}, then {a; b} =
{0; 1}. By the same lemma, for (a; b) = (0; 1) we have 24 ∈ [{(x1; x2; d)}]A. And for
(a; b)= (1; 0) we apply Lemma 1 from [19] to the relation (∃y)((y; b; x1)&1(y; x2)).
Lemma 5 is proved.
The proof of Lemma 6 is essentially identical with the proof of the analogous Lemma
6 from [18] for the S-closure. It is necessary to check that we use only the 2-transitivity
of the group Sk in the proof of Lemma 6 from [18], and, instead of references to
Lemmas 1, 5 from [18] and Lemma 11 from [13], it is necessary to refer to Lemmas
5 and 3 of the present paper and Lemma 1 from [19].
Lemma 6. Let  be a set of one- and two-place relations on Ek that contains the
relation E2k (x); and let all two-place relations from  be of the form (1) or (5). If
 
∈ []A; then the set [ ∪ {}]A contains either a two-place relation that does not
belong to the set []A or the relation %k .
Lemma 7. Let  be a set of one- and two-place relations on Ek such that all its
two-place relations are of the form (1). If  
∈ [∪{%k}]A; then the set [∪{%k ; }]A
contains a two-place relation that does not belong to [ ∪ {%k}]A.
Proof of Lemma 7. Practically coincides with that of analogous Lemma 8 in [18].
All references to Lemmas 2; 3; and 7 from [18] should be replaced by references to
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Lemmas 1; 2; and 4 from the given paper. Furthermore; the last four lines of the proof
of Lemma 8 from [18] should be replaced by the following reasoning.
Let 26 j6 n, and let c2; : : : ; cj−1; cj+1; : : : ; cn be elements from the sets F2; : : : ; Fj−1;
Fj+1; : : : ; Fn, respectively, such that
2(c2) = · · ·= j−1(cj−1) = j+1(cj+1) = · · ·= n(cn) = 0:
Then the relation (x1; c2; : : : ; cj−1; xj; cj+1; : : : ; cn) belonging to the set [{}]A is of the
form
(xj ∈Fj) & (x1 = j(xj)): (13)
From these relations and the relation
E2k (x1) & E
2
k (y2)& · · ·&E2k (yn) & (x1 + y2 + · · ·+ yn = 0)
belonging to [{%k}]A we obtain the relation :
(x1; : : : ; xn)≡ (∃y2) : : : (∃yn)
(
E2k (x1) & E
2
k (y2)& · · ·&E2k (yn)
& (x1 +y2 + · · · +yn = 0) &
(
&
26j6n
(xj ∈Fj) & (yj = j(xj))
))
:
Since  
∈ [ ∪ {%k}]A, the set [ ∪ {%k}]A does not contain a two-place relation of
the form (13).
The proof of Lemma 8 is identical to the proof of Lemma 9 from [18]. We need to
use Lemmas 2–4 from [17] and Lemma 3 from [19] instead of Lemmas 1–3 and 13
from [13] .
Lemma 8. Let  be a relation on Ek and  
∈ [{E1k (x)}]A. Then the set [{E1k (x); }]A
contains the relation E2k (x) for k¿ 5; and contains one of the relations E
2
k (x); !4 for
k = 4.
The proof of Lemma 9 repeats the proof of Lemma 10 from [18]. We need to apply
Lemmas 2–4 from [18], Lemma 7 from [19], and Theorem 2 from [19] instead of
Lemmas 1–3, 17, and Theorem from [13], respectively.
Lemma 9. Let  be a relation on E4. If  
∈ [{E1k (x); !4}]A; then the set [{E1k (x); !4; }]A
contains one of the relations E2k (x); 
4
4; or x1 + x2 = x3 + x4; if  
∈ [{E1k (x); 44}]A;
then the set [{E1k (x); 44; }]A contains one of the relations E2k (x); x1 + x2 = x3 + x4; if
 
∈ [{E1k (x); x1 + x2 = x3 + x4}]A; then the set [{E1k (x); x1 + x2 = x3 + x4; }]A contains
the relation 44.
Lemma 10. Let R be a collection of the main relations on Ek; {%k ; $ik} ⊆ R; and
R does not contain relations x1 + x2 = x3 + x4 and $ik for j¿ i. Then the set [R]A
contains only relations representable as a conjunction of one-place relations; two-place
relations of the form (1); and relations of the form
(x1 ∈F1)& · · ·&(xm ∈Fm) & (x1; : : : ; xm); (14)
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where m¿ 1; |F1|=· · ·=|Fm|=i; and  is a relation Ek . If; in addition; all non-one-place
relations from R belong to the set {%k ; 2k ; $2k}; then the condition F1 = · · · = Fm is
also ful4lled; and the set [R]A contains all relations of the form (14) that satisfy
this condition. Similarly; if k=4; all non-one-place relations from R are contained in
the set {%4; 24; !4; !14; "4; #4; $24}; and R ∩ {!4; !14; "4; #4} 
= ∅; then every two sets from
{F1; : : : ; Fm} either do not intersect or coincide; and the set [R]A contains all relations
of the form (14) that satisfy this condition. In all other cases the set [R]A contains
all relations of the form (14) that satisfy the condition |F1|= · · ·= |Fm|= i.
Proof. First we prove that if the conditions of the lemma are ful lled; then the set [R]A
contains only relations of the form indicated in the lemma. We go by induction on the
construction of relations from the set [R]A. The validity of the statement for relations
from R is obvious. The preservation of the form of the relations under the operations of
conjunction; of identi cation and permutation of variables; and the operation of taking
the dual relations for permutations from the group Ak is obvious too. Let us consider
the operation of projection. If this operation is applied to a conjunction of one-place
relations and two-place relations of the form (1); then we can make use of Lemma 2.
Let us apply the operation of projection with respect to the variable x1 to the relation
(x1; : : : ; xn) whose conjunctive representation K contains a relation 1(x1; : : : ; xm) of
the form (14). Since the conjunction of two relations of the form (14) is a relation
of the same form too; we shall assume that all other factors of the representation K
which contain the variable x1 are either one-place or are of the form (1). If 2(x1) is
one of factors of K; then we can put it in the relation 1(x1; : : : ; xm) by replacing the
relation (x1; : : : ; xm) in the representation (14) by a relation 2(x1) & (x1; : : : ; xm). If
the factor 2(x1; xl) is of the form (1); i.e.;
2(x1; xl) ≡ (x1 ∈E) & ((x1) = xl);
then; taking into account the factor x1 ∈F1 in (14); we can equivalently replace this
relation by the relation
′2(x1; xl) ≡ (x1 ∈E′) & (xl ∈G′) & ((x1) = xl);
where E′ = E ∩ F1; G′ = (E′); and |E′| = |G′|6 i. It is clear that the conjunction
of the relations 1 and ′2 is a relation of the form (14). It remains to note that the
application of the operation of projection reduces relations of the form (14) to relations
of the same form again.
With small changes this reasoning can be applied to other cases. So, if all non-one-
place relations from R belong to the set {%k ; 2k ; $2k}, then they are of the form (14),
where |F1|= · · ·= |Fm| and |F1|=2. Furthermore, let 1(x1; : : : ; xm) be a relation (14),
where F1 = · · ·= Fm; |F1|= 2, and
2(xl; : : : ; xn) ≡ (xl ∈Gl)& · · ·&(xn ∈Gn) & '(xl; : : : ; xn);
where Gl = · · ·= Gn; |Gl|= 2; 16 l6m6 n. Then for F1 = Gl the relation
1(x1; : : : ; xm) & 2(xl; : : : ; xn) (15)
is of the same form as the relations 1; 2. For F1∩Gl=∅ the relation (15) is empty,
and for F1 ∩ Gl = {a} it is equivalent to the relation
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(xl = a)& · · ·&(xm = a) & 1(x1; : : : ; xl−1; a; : : : ; a)
& 2(a; : : : ; a; xm+1; : : : ; xn);
that can be represented in the form of the conjunction of relations of the form required
in the lemma.
Similarly we act if the relation 2 is of the form (1).
Let k=4. Let all non-one-place relations from R be contained in the set {%4; 24; !4; !14;
"4; #4; $24}, and R ∩ {!4; !14; "4; #4} 
= ∅. It is clear that if '∈{!4; !14; "4; #4}, E ⊆ E4,
|E| = 2, and there are two tuples satisfying the relation (x1 ∈E)&'(x1; x2), then this
relation is representable in the form (1), where either (E) = E or (E) ∪ E = E4.
Now we show that the set [R]A contains all required relations of the form (14). As it
was established in Lemma 8 in [19], [{%k ; $ik}]A contains all relations of the form (14),
where F1 = · · ·= Fm = Ei. The reasons of the duality allow us to obtain a wider class,
with F1 = · · · = Fm and |F1| = i. Thus, in particular, the case when all non-one-place
relations from R are contained in the set {%k ; 2k ; $2k} is considered.
Let k = 4, and let all non-one-place relations from R be contained in the set
{%4; 24; !4; !14; "4; #4; $24}, and R∩{!4; !14; "4; #4} 
= ∅. Then, from the relation E24(x) and
each of relations !4; !14; "4; #4, it is easy to obtain a relation 3(x1; x2) of the form (1)
such that E = {2; 3} and (E) = E2. Indeed, if, for example, 4 ∈{!1; !14; "4} and
5(x1; x2) ≡ (x1 ∈{0; 2}) & 4(x1; x2);
then we can take a relation dual to 5 with respect to the even permutation (013)(2)
as 3. The case where 4 = #4 can be considered similarly. Now, in order to construct
a relation of the form (14), where, for example, F1 = · · ·= Fl = E2 and Fl+1 = · · ·=
Fm = {2; 3}, it is su7cient to choose a suitable relation ’(x1; : : : ; xm) of the form (14)
that satis es the condition F1 = · · ·= Fm = E2, and construct a relation
(∃yl+1) : : : (∃ym)(3(xl+1; yl+1)& · · ·&3(xm; ym)
&’(x1; : : : ; xl; yl+1; : : : ; ym)):
We can obtain other relations of this form by taking dual relations.
Now we consider the remaining cases. At  rst we suppose that 2k ∈ [R]A. In the same
manner as it was done in Lemma 8 from [19], we show that the set [R]A contains all
relations of the form (14), where (x1; : : : ; xm) is an arbitrary relation on Ek , and
|F1|= · · ·= |Fm|= i. Now we investigate the cases where the relation 2k is contained
in [R]A. For i¿ 3, by Lemma 8 from [19], we have, in particular, 
2
k ∈ [{%k ; $ik}]A. It
is clear that the set [R]A contains the relation E
2
k (x). Hence, if r¿ 3 and 
r
k ∈R or
rk ∈R, then 2k ∈ [R]A because
2k(x1; x2) ≡ (x1 ∈{0; 2; }) & rk(x1; x2) ≡ (x1 ∈{0; 2}) & rk(x1; x2):
By applying Lemma 11 from [17] we obtain: if r¿ 3, then 2k is contained in the sets
[{E2k (x1) & rk(x1; x2)}]A; [{E2k (x1) &  k(x1; x2)}]A;
if k¿ 5, then 2k is contained in the sets
[{(x1 ∈{0; 2}) & !k(x1; x2)}]A; [{(x1 ∈{0; 2}) & "k(x1; x2)}]A
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and
[{(x1 ∈{0; 2}) & #k(x1; x2)}]A:
Lemma 10 is proved.
3. Main result
Theorem 11. Let k¿ 4 and  be a relation on Ek . Then the set {E1k (x); } is
A-equivalent to a collection of main relations.
Proof. Let Q denote the set [{E1k (x); }]A. First we reduce the problem to the case
when the relation E2k (x) is contained in Q; and (for k = 4) Q does not contain the
relation x1 + x2 = x3 + x4.
We can assume that  
∈ [{E1k (x)}]A. If k¿ 5, then the inclusion E2k (x)∈Q is
obtained in Lemma 8. Let k = 4. Then, by Lemma 8, the set Q contains one of
the relations E2k (x); !4. If ∈ [{E1k (x); !4}]A, then the theorem is proved. Now we
suppose that !4 ∈Q and  
∈ [{E1k (x); !4}]A. Then, according to Lemma 9, the set
[{E1k (x); !4; }]A contains one of the relations E2k (x); x1 + x2 = x3 + x4, or 44. If the set
[{E1k (x); !4; }]A contains the relation E2k (x) and does not contain the relation x1 + x2 =
x3 + x4, then we are in the case formulated above. If ∈ [{E1k (x); x1 + x2 = x3 + x4}]A,
then the theorem is proved, because !4 ∈ [{E1k (x); x1 + x2 = x3 + x4}]A:
!4(x1; x2) ≡ (∃x3)(∃x4)(E1k (x3) & (x4 = 1) & (x1 + x2 = x3 + x4)):
If  
∈ [{E1k (x); x1+x2=x3+x4}]A, then, by Lemma 9, the set [{E1k (x); x1+x2=x3+x4}]A
contains the relation 44. If ∈ [{44}]A, then the theorem is proved, because the relations
E1k (x) and !4 are contained in the set [{44}]A. If  
∈ [{44}]A, then, by Lemma 9, the
set [{44; }]A contains one of the relations E2k (x); x1 + x2 = x3 + x4.
Since E1k (x)∈ [{44}]A, it is necessary to consider the case when  
∈ [{x1 + x2 = x3 +
x4; 44}]A.
The set [{x1 + x2 = x3 + x4; 44}]A determines the class on quasilinear functions [29]
that are self-dual with respect to permutations of the group A4 in P4. In [11] this
class was denoted by A44L4. It was proved in [11] that the only precomplete class in
A44L4 is the closed class S
4
4L4 of quasilinear functions, self-dual with respect to the
permutations of the group S4. By de nition, this class is de ned by the set of the
relations [{x1 + x2 = x3 + x4; 44}]A. The class S44L4 has only one proper closed subclass,
the class of selector functions [2,8]. Thus, the set [{x1 + x2 = x3 + x4; 44; }]A can
coincide only with two A-closed sets of relations: [{x1 + x2 = x3 + x4; 44}]A and 4,
where, for example, 4 = [{%4; $44}]A.
In what follows we assume that E2k (x)∈Q, and Q does not contain (for k = 4) the
relation x1 + x2 = x3 + x4. Denote by R the set of all main relations belonging to Q. By
our assumption, E2k (x)∈R and (x1 + x2 = x3 + x4) 
∈ R. The proof of the theorem will
be carried out by induction on the number of variables in the relation (x1; : : : ; xn).
The case n=1 is trivial. If n=2, then, by Theorem 2 from [19], the set {E1k (x); } is
A-equivalent to the collection of main relations R.
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Let n¿ 3. There are three possibilities for the collection R: the collection R does
not contain either the relation %k , or the relations $ik , or else the relations %k and $
i
k .
In the  rst two cases if  
∈ [R]A then, by Lemmas 6, 7, the set [R ∪ {}]A contains a
two-place relation that is not contained in the set [R]A. This contradicts the de nition
of the collection R and Theorem 2 from [19]. Therefore, in what follows we consider
the third case only, and we choose the parameter i as large as possible. Suppose also
that  
∈ [R]A.
By Lemma 8 from [19] (see also Lemma 10), the set [{%k ; $ik}]A contains all relations
of the form (14), where F1 = · · ·=Fm and |F1|= i. At  rst we consider the case when
[R]A contains all relations of the form (14), where |F1|= · · ·= |Fm|= i.
For each j; 16 j6 n, we set
Gj = {a |(x1; : : : ; xj−1; a; xj+1; : : : ; xn) is not empty}:
Without loss of generality we can assume that |G1|6 · · ·6 |Gn|. Since  
∈ [R]A, we
have |Gn|¿i. Taking, if necessary, a dual relation, we can assume that G1 = Et . If
t = 1, then
(x1; : : : ; xn) ≡ E1k (x1) & (0; x2; : : : ; xn):
Since E1k (x)∈R and
(0; x2; : : : ; xn) ≡ (∃x1)(E1k (x1) & (x1; x2; : : : ; xn));
it follows that the set [R]A does not contain the (n− 1)-place relation (0; x2; : : : ; xn).
Therefore, from now on we assume that t¿ 2.
For each j; j∈Et , we set
j(x2; : : : ; xn) ≡ (j; x2; : : : ; xn):
Since the relations x = j belong to the set [{E1k (x)}]A, by analogy with the previous
reasoning we can assume that for each j; j∈Et , the relation j belongs to [R]A.
If for each j from Et there is just one element that satis es the relation
(∃x2) : : : (∃xn−1)j(x2; : : : ; xn−1; xn); (16)
then, by the inequality |G1|6 |Gn|, we obtain |G1| = |Gn| = t, so that there exists a
permutation  on Ek such that (Et) = Gn and
(x1; : : : ; xn) ≡ Etk(x1) & ((x1) = xn) & (∃xn)(x1; : : : ; xn):
It is obvious that
Etk(x1) & ((x1) = xn) ≡ (∃x2) : : : (∃xn−1)(x1; : : : ; xn);
therefore, in view of the case n = 2 above, the relation Etk(x1)&((x1) = xn) can
be assumed to belong to the set [R]A. Thus, this set does not contain the relation
(∃xn)(x1; : : : ; xn).
Suppose that among relations (16) there is a relation with more than one element
satisfying this relation.
First suppose that there are diGerent relations among the relations (16). Then the
relation (∃x2) : : : (∃xn−1)(x1; : : : ; xn) is not a conjunction of one-place relations, is not
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of the form (1), and, by the inequality |Gn|¿i and Lemma 10, does not belong to
the set [R]A.
Now suppose that all relations (16) coincide and, therefore, are equal to the rela-
tion xn ∈Gn. Since |Gn|¿i, it follows by the assumption {0; : : : ; t−1} ⊂ [R]A and
Lemma 10 that each of the relations 0; : : : ; t−1 satis es one of the conditions: it is
representable either as a conjunction of relations xn ∈Gn and the relation of variables
x2; : : : ; xn−1, or as a conjunction that contains the factor
(xj ∈Gj) & (j(xj) = xn); (17)
moreover, the projection of the relation with respect to all variables other than xj; xn
coincide with the relation (17).
If each of relations 0; : : : ; t−1 satis es the  rst condition, then it is clear that the
relation  is representable in the form
(x1; : : : ; xn) ≡ (xn ∈Gn) & (∃xn)(x1; : : : ; xn):
Hence the set [R]A does not contain the (n− 1)-place relation (∃xn)(x1; : : : ; xn).
Let the relation s satisfy the  rst condition, and the relation p satisfy the second
condition with the conjunctive factor (17). In the set Gj we choose an element a such
that the relation
(∃x2) : : : (∃xj−1)(∃xj+1) : : : (∃xn−1)s(x2; : : : ; xj−1; a; xj+1; : : : ; xn) (18)
coincides with the relation xn ∈Gn. Then, by the inequality |Gn|¿i and Lemma 10,
the set [R]A does not contain the two-place relation
(∃x2) : : : (∃xj−1)(∃xj+1) : : : (∃xn−1)(x1; x2; : : : ; xj−1; a; xj+1; : : : ; xn): (19)
Suppose that for each p from Et there is a j; 26 j6 n− 1, such that the relation
p satis es the second condition with the conjunctive factor (17). If all these factors
coincide, then
(x1; : : : ; xn) ≡ (xj ∈Gj) & (j(xj) = xn) & (∃xn)(x1; : : : ; xn):
Since the relation (17) is contained in the set [{}]A, it follows by the case n = 2
considered that it must belong to the set [R]A. Thus, [R]A does not contain the
(n− 1)-place relation (∃xn)(x1; : : : ; xn).
Suppose that there are diGerent relations among the relations (17). First we consider
the case when for some relations s; p (s 
=p) the variable xj is the same. In the set
Gj we choose an i-element subset G, in order that the inequality js(G) 
= jp(G) holds,
where permutations js ; jp satisfy the relations s; p. Then |js(G)∪jp(G)|¿i. Thus,
by Lemma 10, the set [R]A does not contain the relation
(∃x2) : : : (∃xn−1)((xj ∈G) & (x1; : : : ; xn)):
Now suppose that the relations s; p satisfy the second condition with the conjunctive
factor of variables xj; xn and xl; xn, where j 
= l. Suppose also that variables xj; xn in
the relation p are not connected by the relation (17). In other words, let the relation
(∃x2) : : : (∃xj−1)(∃xj+1) : : : (∃xn−1)p(x2; : : : ; xn) (20)
be not of the form (17). Since the projection of the relation (20) with respect to the
variable xj is a relation xn ∈Gn, it follows by Lemma 10 that the relation (20), as an
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element of [R]A, can be a conjunction of relations xj ∈Hj only, and xn ∈Gn, where
Hj ⊆ Gj. Therefore, as above, we can choose an element a from Hj, which means that
the relation (19) does not belong to the set [R]A.
Next, suppose that k = 4, all non-one-place relations from R are contained in the
set {%4; 24; !4; !14; "4; #4; $24}, and R ∩ {!4; !14; "4; #4} 
= ∅. For |Gn|¿ 2 the reasoning
above remains valid. Let |Gn| = 2. If there are at most two mutually complementary
(to E4) sets among the sets G1; : : : ; Gn, then, by Lemma 10, we obtain ∈ [R]A. This
contradicts the assumption above. Suppose that among the sets G1; : : : ; Gn there are
diGerent intersecting sets, Gn−1 and Gn, say. Suppose also that G1 = E2 and 0, 1
belong to the set [R]A.
Let the relation 0, as a relation from [R]A, contain conjunctive factor (17), where
|Gj ∩ Gn|= 1, and the projection of the relation 0 with respect to all variables other
than xj and xn coincide with the relation (17). Then from the relation (17) (and,
therefore, from the relation ), using Lemma 11 from [17], we can obtain the relation
24. This contradicts the assumption that all non-one-place relations from R belong to
{%4; 24; !4; !14; "4; #4; $24}. Similar reasoning can be applied to the relation 1.
Thus, by Lemma 10, we can assume that each relation 0; 1 is representable as
a conjunction of relations of the type (14), the variables of these relations (14) are
not intersecting, and each two sets from {F1 : : : ; Fm} either coincide or are mutually
complementary. Suppose that for 0 these relations are ’1(x˜), ’2(y˜; xn−1), ’3(z˜; xn),
and for 1 they are  1(u˜),  2(v˜; xn−1),  3(w˜; xn) (for E4 there are only three pairs of
two-element mutually complementary sets).
If for each of the relations
(∃z˜)’3(z˜; xn); (∃w˜) 3(w˜; xn) (21)
there is an element that satis es this relation (these elements are, obviously, diGerent),
then the relation  is representable in the form
E2k (x1) & ('(x1) = xn) & (∃xn)(x1; : : : ; xn);
where ' is a permutation on E4 and '(E2) = Gn. As above, from this representation
we can easily obtain that the set [R]A does not contain the (n − 1)-place relation
(∃xn)(x1; : : : ; xn).
Further suppose that there are only two elements that satisfy at least one of the rela-
tions (21). Let this assumption be valid for relations (∃y˜)’2(y˜; xn−1) and (∃v˜) 2(v˜; xn−1).
Since |Gn∩Gn−1|=1, we can assume that |Gn∩E2|=1. If the relations ’3(z˜; xn) 3(w˜; xn)
coincide, then for a relation ! we have
(x1; : : : ; xn) ≡ !(x1; x˜; y˜; xn−1) & ’3(z˜; xn):
Since {x1; x˜; y˜; xn−1} ∩ {z˜; xn} = ∅, each of the relations !(x1; x˜; y˜; xn−1), ’3(z˜; xn)
belongs to the set [{}]A and, therefore, the set [R]A cannot contain both relations
!(x1; x˜; y˜; xn−1), ’3(z˜; xn) simultaneously. Let the relations ’3(z˜; xn)  3(w˜; xn) be dif-
ferent, and let a be an element such that both values (∃y˜)’2(y˜; a), (∃v˜) 2(v˜; a) are
true (such an element exists because, by the assumptions, there are two elements that
satisfy one of these relations). Then, by Lemma 10, the set [R]A does not contain the
relation (x1; : : : ; xn−2; a; xn) because |Gn ∩ E2| = 1 and the conjunctive representation
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of the relations 0(x2; : : : ; xn−2; a; xn), 1(x2; : : : ; xn−2; a; xn) contain diGerent nonempty
factors ’3(z˜; xn);  3(w˜; xn).
The case when all non-one-place relations from R belong to the set {%k ; 2k ; $2k} can
be considered similarly. The theorem is proved.
The comparison of the results obtained with those in [14,18] shows that for k¿ 4
the A-classi cation of the set Pk diGers from the corresponding S-classi cation only
for values k that are divisible by four. In this case the A-classi cation contains new
A-closed classes, and the main relation #k is used in the de nition of these classes.
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